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“The Pulse” 

In partnership with our community, Union General Hospital now stands a model to our 
peers and ready to deliver exceptional healthcare and a unique patient experience. In 
this bittersweet moment, I am proud that Union General Hospital is your trusted family 
hospital, humbled by your tremendous support through the years and confident that, 
together with your continued support, Union General Hospital will flourish, grow and 
continue to provide our community peace-of-mind. 

The healthcare environment we are presently experiencing teaches us that we need to 
come together, be kind and understanding of each other. We are privileged to serve and 
work collaboratively to offer the patient the finest care possible. I will greatly miss 
working with you and am confident you are in good hands with Dianne and Amanda 
leading this change. I may be retiring but would always like to hear from my work 
family anytime.  

Thank you. 

Evalyn Ormond, CEO 
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Lance White: Thanks to Lance White for coming in 
on a Sunday to see a Direct SWB patient that was 
admitted on Saturday. He saw her at NLMC on that 
Saturday and didn’t want her to miss a day of therapy 
on Sunday so he came in on his day off. Thank you 
Lance!!!!! 

 
Josie Thompson & Cindy Branch: Josie did a great job at registration and Cindy is just awesome!!! 
 
Tamarion Braggs: Tamarion has picked up extra night shifts as ward clerk while new ward clerk is being trained. 
Sunday night 12/18 she stayed over after her 12 hour day shift until after midnight b/c nurse’s aide called in sick on 
night shift and one else could come. She will only have 2 days off in between 13 days of working. Thank you for your 
dedication. It’s greatly appreciated.  
 
Liz Almond & Tina Smith: Liz and Tina have worked with no ward clerk on their shift for at least 3 nights out of 
their 7 shifts for the last 3 pay periods. They work together to do whatever they need to take care of the patients! In 
addition, on 12/18 they had no ward clerk or CNA from 12a-7a with 8 patients. We appreciate you! 
 
All of Registration: Carla, Shelli, Josie, Taylor, & Kaitlin: Worked numerous nights to cover for open ward clerk 
shift between 12/6 – 12/20. 
 
Holli Farris, Anna Roan, Kim Barr – want to recognize these 3 ladies for their prep work on anticipating 5-6 
discharges on 12/22. The day before all patients were made follow up appts. Flu & Pneumonia vaccines given etc. 
This prepared them for a smooth discharge process for them and their patients on 12/22. Good job ladies!  
 
Peggy Milsap – Peg always catches if we have a patient admitted with an illness that was diagnosed at another facility 
(flu, covid, positive cultures); those results aren’t always on our chart. She alerts us and helps do what she can to get 
those results. Thanks for always keeping us straight.  
Courtney Nation – around 5:00 Darra called said they needed a room cleaned around 6:00. Courtney had already 
left for the day but when I called her she said she would come back to clean the room. Thank you! 
 
Shelli Neal - worked the weekend, two midnight-7a shifts after working her regular M-F shift 
Elizabeth Hill – HK for the RHC is out sick so Elizabeth always fills in for me. No matter what, she always 
says I’m not going to leave you without anyone.  
 
Maddie Delrio – rearranged schedule & picked up extra shifts 11/19, 11/20, 11/24, 11/30, & 12/1 (7p -7a) after 
other ward clerk resigned.  
 
Tamarion Braggs – picked up extra shifts 11-17, 7p-12a & 11/18 12p-12a after night shift ward clerk 
resigned. 12/2 – 12/4 7p-12a. 
 
Lisa Turpin – came in extra 7a-12p to cover for other RN        
 
Kim Barr – came in extra 12p-7p 11/18 to cover for other RN          
 
Ann Marie Finklea – worked night shifts 11/18 & 11/19 7p-7a to cover for other RN who had death in family.  



Want to nominate a healthcare hero- someone who has gone above and beyond 
their own job?  Send nominations to: 
 
 
Brittany Smith, RDN, LDN, MS 
Registered Dietitian & Foodservice Director 
Union General Hospital 
901 James Ave. 
Farmerville, LA 71241 
318-368-7060 
 

 

 
I nominate our very own Caregiver Hero 

Name and Why: 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=healthcare+hero&id=5EFFFC66760D820BE2A307608C525D7C335A4822&FORM=IQFRBA
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Post-holiday blues usually refer to the 
short-lived mental distress, anxiety, and 
sadness that arises after the holidays. 

The holidays are a busy time and they last 
from Thanksgiving through New Year’s 
Eve. This period might include 
celebrations and get-togethers for 
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Hanukkah, 
Kwanzaa, and New Year’s Eve. That’s a 
long period of time. 

While it may be an exciting stretch for 
many people, it can also be a prolonged 
period of loneliness and sadness for 
others. Throughout this time, emotions are 
heightened. 

Sometimes emotions are hard to regulate. 
It’s common after all of the hoopla for people to experience a letdown or what some call the "post-
holiday blues." Usually not long-lasting, most people swing “back to normal” after a short while. 

Here is what you need to know about this down period. This article will discuss the Christmas 
effect on mental health, signs of post-holiday blues, emotions you might feel after the frantic 
holidays, and tips on how to feel better. 
 

Is There a Christmas Effect on Mental Health? 

Many people experience mental health challenges after the holidays. Scientists have in fact studied 
the effect of religious holidays on individuals. 

In a study called "The Christmas Effect on Psychopathology," scientists conducted a literature 
search from 1980 to the present. They used the search terms "Christmas," "suicide," "depression," 
"psychiatric disorders," and "self-harm behavior." It included studies from the U.S. as well as other 
countries. 

They found a decrease in the overall utilization of psychiatric emergency services and admissions, 
self-harm behavior, and suicide attempts/completions during the holiday. But they found an 
increase, or a rebound, following the Christmas holiday. 

 
If you are having suicidal thoughts, contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 988 for 
support and assistance from a trained counselor. If you or a loved one are in immediate danger, 
call 911. 

https://www.verywellmind.com/coping-with-generalized-anxiety-disorder-during-the-holidays-4153496
https://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/


For more mental health resources, see our National Helpline Database. 

Signs of Post-Holiday Blues 

How can you determine if what you have is indeed the post-holiday blues? Rest assured, though 
signs may vary, any of these signs likely won’t last too long. 

After the adrenaline rush of the holidays: 

• You may feel anxious. 
• You may feel unmotivated, 
• You may be in a bad mood. 
• You may be irritable. 
• You may feel stressed. 
• You may be depressed. 
• You may have insomnia. 
• You may have worries about money. 
• You may have excessive rumination. 

Emotions You Might Feel Now 
Sometimes caused “post-vacation syndrome,” people are navigating a way to get back to 
business as usual. While not reflective of a serious case of depression in most circumstances, 
emotions involved with post-holiday blues range widely. 

Common emotions people feel include: 

Emptiness 

You might wonder why you feel empty. Various reasons including exhaustion might contribute to 
you feeling this way. After all, the holiday season is a frenzied time. In addition to putting up 
decorations and buying gifts, you may have had added responsibilities like cooking or volunteering 
for a local non-profit. 

Let Down After Extreme Emotions 

This feeling of being let down after the holidays might simply be your recovery from intense 
positive emotions. For example, you may have felt extreme joy and happiness seeing your friends 
and family. 

Reuniting with older relatives who you distanced from during the pandemic might have been 
wonderful. While it seems counter-intuitive, you might feel low now as your emotions regulate 
and readjust. 

Loneliness 

https://www.verywellmind.com/national-helpline-database-4799696
https://www.verywellmind.com/i-feel-empty-5195295
https://www.verywellmind.com/for-gift-giving-its-the-thought-that-counts-5105268
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Conversely, you may have felt especially isolated and alone during the holidays. Maybe you had 
to work long hours, couldn’t afford to travel or chose to be alone. For those 
feeling loneliness during the holiday season or afterwards, psychologists advise you cultivate your 
sense of gratitude and be kind to yourself. 

Stress 

Yet another reason for feeling the post-holiday blues is you’re stressed. If you traveled for the first 
time in a long while, logistics could have made things more complicated. Getting ready for and 
returning from a long car trip or flight is hard enough. 

Add to that staying updated on ever-changing rules about masking, vaccine requirements and 
testing may have added to your to-do list and sense of overwhelm. 

After so much stimulation, your return to reality might involve even more to catch up on. Thus, 
the stress continues. While you might have enjoyed holiday time, it disrupted your routine and you 
really didn’t have much rest. 

Loss 

If you were close to your family and are no longer, you might feel disappointed as well as a sense 
of loss. Remember that emotions during and after the holiday period might be especially 
heightened. If a loved one recently died, you might be sad and grieving. 

 Tips on How to Feel Better 

Here are some ways to get out of the funk after the holidays: 

Give yourself more time. This means giving yourself additional time for everything from 
unpacking to catching up on the mail. Schedule a day or two as catch-up time. Use this as a 
buffer before returning to the regular routine. 

Change your mood by limiting social media. Talk to people by phone or in person instead. 

• Get some exercise. The Cleveland Clinic says you’ll feel happier and get those 
endorphins kicking in by going for a walk. 

• Partake in nature therapy. It’s been proven that green spaces increase our sense of 
well-being. 

• Eat well. Focus on fish, whole grains, dark chocolate, and green tea to combat stress. 
• Get enough sleep. The Sleep Foundation says poor sleep contributes to depression and 

that someone might be more likely to deal with sleep issues if they are depressed.  
• Find out if you’re suffering from seasonal affective disorder (SAD). SAD is a 

recurring depressive disorder during seasons of more darkness. A recent study found 
adding exercise and going to the gym can effectively treat SAD. 

• Be nice to yourself. Cut yourself some slack and administer self-care. 

https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-cope-when-you-are-alone-at-christmas-3024301
https://www.verywellmind.com/loneliness-and-the-holidays-3144645
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-cope-with-travel-anxiety-as-covid-restrictions-loosen-5187193
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-cope-with-travel-anxiety-as-covid-restrictions-loosen-5187193
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-mentally-prepare-for-omicron-5213030
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-to-mentally-prepare-for-omicron-5213030
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-nature-therapy-helps-your-mental-health-5210448
https://www.verywellmind.com/how-covid-19-affects-seasonal-affective-disorder-5081954


• Schedule something to look forward to on the calendar. Rather than slog through 
January, set up a time with friends to play sports, to check out a museum show, or to 
meet for a special lunch. 

• Watch funny movies. Humor and laughter reduce stress. 
• Communicate that you’re feeling down. Tell family and close friends what you’re 

going through. They might be helpful. 

It’s natural that after all the excitement and busyness of the holidays, you’d come down off the 
highs. If you are struggling mildly with these after-holiday blues, try some of the suggested 
remedies above. You’ll probably be able to shake off these blahs, cheer up and get on with the 
new year. 

 
Union General Hospital  

Outpatient Mental Health Services 
Union General Hospital Intensive Outpatient Program provides confidential, therapeutic guidance 
and counseling to people who need help in dealing with life issues or other mental health concerns. 

The Intensive Outpatient Program helps people with: 

• Stress and anger associated with illness 
• Depression 
• Psychiatric disorders 
• The coping process 
• Compliance with medications 
• Understanding the grieving process 
• Families in understanding and coping with the disease process 
• Coping with new or altered physical appearance 
• Alternatives for pain relief 
• Impaired judgment 

Our team of experienced Licensed Professional Counselor, Therapists, Registered Nurses, 
Psychiatrists and other trained professionals treat patients in a manner that will enhance self-
confidence and independence, all in the least restrictive environment possible. 

ADMISSION TO PROGRAM: Life can be more enjoyable. Call 318-368-4748 today for a free, 
confidential assessment. All referrals and assessments are confidential. Talk to your doctor. THE 
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE TO ALL ELIGIBLE 
MEDICARE PATIENTS 

https://www.verywellmind.com/health-benefits-of-humor-and-laughter-5101137#citation-7
tel:3183684748
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CARE LEARNING COURSES ARE AVAILABLE NOW 
 
Carelearning courses must be completed by January 31st.  Please print ONLY page 
that list all the courses and shows that courses have been completed.  Turn this sheet 
in to your Director. IF YOU WERE HIRED PRIOR TO AUGUST 1, 2022 YOU 
WILL HAVE TO COMPLETE CARELEARNING. 
 
WHAT TO DO WHEN ALL COURSES ARE COMPLETED? 
Once all courses are complete, please ONLY PRINT the STUDENT MAIN 
MENU PAGE.  This page lists all courses that you had to take and should have 
green check marks to the left of the name of each course.  Turn this page in to your 
Director. 
 
Sheri Taylor, HR 
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Cervical Health 
Awareness Month 
 
January is Cervical Health Awareness 
Month, and UNION GENERAL 
RURAL HEALTH CLINIC wants you 
to know that there’s a lot you can do to 
prevent cervical cancer. Each year, more 
than 11,000 women in the United States 
get cervical cancer. 
 
HPV (human papillomavirus) is a very 
common infection that spreads through 
sexual activity, and it causes almost all 
cases of cervical cancer. About 79 
million Americans currently have HPV, 
but many people with HPV don’t know 
they are infected. 

The good news? 
 
The HPV vaccine (shot) can prevent 
HPV. 
 
• Cervical cancer can often be 
prevented with regular screening tests 
and follow-up care. 
In honor of National Cervical Health 
Awareness Month, Union General 
Rural Health Clinic encourages: 
 
• Women to start getting regular 
cervical cancer screenings at age 21 
• Parents to make sure pre-teens get 
the HPV vaccine at age 11 or 12 
• Teens and young adults also need 
to get the HPV vaccine if they didn’t get 
it as pre-teens. Women up to age 26 and 
men up to age 21 can still get the 
vaccine. 



 
 

February is Teen Dating Violence Awareness Month  
https://www.loveisrespect.org/get-involved/tdvam/ 
 
Teen Dating Violence Awareness Month  

Dating violence is more common than you may think, especially among teens 
and young adults:  1 in 3 U.S. teens will experience physical, sexual, or 
emotional abuse from someone they’re in a relationship with before they 
become adults. And nearly half (43%) of U.S. college women report 
experiencing violent or abusive dating behaviors. 

https://www.loveisrespect.org/get-involved/tdvam/
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Each February, young adults and their loved ones across the nation raise 
awareness about the issue of teen dating violence through Teen Dating 
Violence Awareness Month (TDVAM). This annual, month-long effort 
focuses on advocacy and education to stop dating abuse before it starts. 

We’re excited to announce the 2023 theme for TDVAM is “Be About It”. 
Selected by the love is respect Youth Council, “Be About It” is a continuation 
of last year’s theme, “Talk About It.” This year during TDVAM, we’re 
unapologetically about education, engagement, and empowerment   and 
we’re here to amplify the voices of teens and young adults and those who 
support them by uplifting positive, healthy, and safe relationships. Join us as 
we magnify our young people’s voices, highlighting the issues teens face 
related to healthy relationships. Whether offering support, or relationship 
education, or connecting someone to resources, “Be About It” calls on us all 
to create a world free from relationship abuse. 
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LIVE THE GOLDEN RULE 

“Do unto others, as you would 
have them do unto you” 

January 
AUGER, KAITLYN   1/23 
BATTERTON, BETTY   1/12 
BRANTON, CLAY   1/19 
CONTI, CHRISTI   1/22 
DAVIS, LAURA   1/24 
DYE, LEANN   1/17 
HATTER, SHATEYIA  1/04 
HILL, ELIZABETH   1/14 
MASON, KANEISHA   1/01 
ROY, CHRISTIAN T.  1/18 
SMITH, BRITTANY  1/31 
SMITH, TINA   1/08 
TAYLOR, SHERI    1/10 
 

February 
BLACK, LAJUANDA  2/11 
GATES, BARBARA    2/22 
HOLLIS, WENDI   2/26 
JOHNIKIN, DARLENE  2/18 
JOHNSON, NICOLE  2/28 
KELLEY, CRISTY   2/08 
NEAL, DEANNA   2/02 
ROEBUCK, ASHLEY  2/27 
TOBIN, CARLA   2/23 
WATSON, ULANDA  2/06 
WILLIAMS, MICHAEL  2/25 

March 
COLSON, STEPHANIE   3/21 
COOK, KATE H    3/18 
DENNEY, ALLISON   3/03 
HINES, CHRISTI    3/19 
HOGUE, MICHELLE   3/22 
LANGLEY, ANNA    3/19 
PLEASANT, MARY CLAIRE  3/28 
ROCKETT, JANIS    3/26 
SMITH, SANDY    3/14 
STEELE, ELIZABETH   3/06 
TRUMAN EMILY    3/20 
WADE, LYNETTE    3/03 
WOODSON, SAVANNAH   3/27 
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HTTPS://PREMEDITATEDLEFTOVERS.COM/RECIPES-COOKING-TIPS/EASY-KING-CAKE-RECIPE/ 
 
BY ALEA MILHAM 

 
Is it even Mardi Gras if you don’t make 
a King Cake Recipe? No! A King Cake is one 
of the ultimate Mardi Gras traditions that 
you definitely want to include in your Fat 
Tuesday celebration. That’s why we came up 
with this simple recipe that you can make 
quickly. But don’t worry, just because it is 
easy does not mean it is short on flavor! This 
cake has cream cheese, brown sugar, 
cinnamon, and pecans in the filling. 
 
Let the good times roll with this crazy easy 
Mardi Gras King Cake Recipe using Crescent 
Rolls. 

Ingredients: 

• 2 (8 ounce) packages refrigerated 
crescent roll dough 
• 2 (8 ounce) packages cream cheese, 
softened 
• ½ cup brown sugar 
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
• 1 teaspoon ground cinnamon 
• 1 cup chopped pecans 
• 2 cups powdered sugar 

 
• ¼ cup milk 
• 1 teaspoon lemon juice 
• Colored sugars in purple, green, yellow 
• Small plastic baby, bean, or coin 

 

https://premeditatedleftovers.com/recipes-cooking-tips/easy-king-cake-recipe/
https://premeditatedleftovers.com/author/alea/
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Instructions: 

1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.  
2. Open crescent rolls and separate triangles. Arrange triangles on a large, round 

baking stone or pizza pan with the points in the middle. 
3. Press the crescent rolls together at their middle in a round circle, allowing the edges 

to remain loose. 
4. In a mixer, combine cream cheese, brown sugar, cinnamon, and vanilla until well 

blended. Then, mix in pecans. 
5. Evenly spoon cream cheese mixture over the pressed area of the crescent rolls. 
6. Fold points of crescent rolls over the cream cheese mixture, pressing the tips into 

the other side of the dough. Then, fold the wide edges of the dough over the cream 
cheese mixture, tucking the ends under the inside of the crescent ring. Lightly press 
to seal any open creases. 

7. Bake for 25 minutes or until golden. 
8. Allow the king cake to cool slightly but not completely. 
9. In a medium bowl, whisk together powdered sugar, milk, and lemon juice until 

blended with no lumps remaining. Pour icing over king cake. 
10. Immediately add colored sugars. 
11. Before serving, slide a plastic baby favor or coin under the king cake.  
12. The person who gets the token in their slice will make the king cake next year. 
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